OP Minutes
16 October 2011

-Staff Development:
  - No dyads due to lack of time and attendance

-Office Updates
  - The clock-in system will happen with Sean updating our computer
  - For now, continue using the calendar system for signing in to office
  - Update the board please!
  - Let's get tea in the office (black, green, chai)
  - Pen holder
  - Apparently you can smoke eucalyptus leaves

-Notes for Beth on the office logo
  - We like it overall
  - More distinguished blue for the shield
  - We like the pencils

“Associated Students of UCSB”
  - Brady will order a banner with the location/email/phone number

-Project Planning and 1 on 1's
  - DO THEM
  - Sign up by THIS Friday, October 21st

-Fellows
  - Applications due Friday
  - Advertise to people who want to get involved
  - Next meeting we will look at the applications
  - By the 28th we will let applicants know if they have an interview

-New meeting time?
  - Possibility of a Sunday brunch meeting?
  - 6pm Sunday forever?

-Budget Update
  - $25,150 total budget
  - Spent approx $5800
  - Approx $1000 budget for everyone unless larger projects require more money, if so, talk to Sarah or Harrison

-Updates
-Brady:
- Someone needs to take apps to San Cat (Harrison)
- AS recruit fair Thurs 11:30-3pm
- Poster made with the seal and interactive poster where students can write what they want to see

**Abby:**
- Plastics Prevention Pollution Coalition-Int. Nonprofit wants UCSB to be their first campus to do a pilot project and get us plastic free!

**Alejandro:**
- Currently sending emails, MCC Council will meet soon
- Compiling lists for contacts-launching students into jobs
- Network for professional world

**Cedric:**
- AS building and food cart
- Talked to Marisela about the architecture and what AS needs
- Wed 4pm meeting about the AS building
- Alt study space meeting Thursday

**Yoel:**
- Working on proposal for Gender GE
  - Jonathan Stein student regent presentation: mass student protest @ Sacramento is the way to go

**Ryan:**
- Newsletter draft w/in 2 weeks (will be made easy to read)

If you read these minutes, please send me a reply email with your favorite color in the subject line. Thanks!